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Dispute over asbestos risk roils SSU
Suit alleges retaliation
against employee after
he reported hazards
By CLARK MASON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A longtime Sonoma State University employee’s lawsuit is
raising questions about asbestos contamination on campus
amid allegations that supervisors ignored his warnings about

the problem and then retaliated
against him when he reported it
to authorities.
Thomas R. Sargent, an environmental health and safety specialist, claims that he was forced
to resign after repeatedly raising
concerns about asbestos problems at the Rohnert Park campus, including that asbestos dust
likely contaminated the heating,
ventilation and air conditioning
systems throughout six buildings.
The administration acknowl-

edges the presence of asbestos
in a number of buildings but denies that it poses a health hazard
based on previous tests as well
as monthly measurements taken
since January.
Despite those reassurances,
word of the potential asbestos
danger has unsettled both students and faculty.
Articles in the Sonoma State
Star student newspaper, which
first wrote about the issue last

A student on
Friday passes
Stevenson
Hall, one of
the oldest
buildings at
Sonoma State
University in
Rohnert Park.
The building
is the focus of
a lawsuit filed
over asbestos
contamination.
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SONOMA COUNTY » New court helps people trying to get
back on their feet who face snowballing fines in minor cases

Justice for homeless

Saudi Arabia Foreign
Minister Adel al-Jubeir

Saudis
bristle
over
9/11 bill
Official: Fiscal fallout
for US if nation held to
blame in terror attack
By MARK MAZZETTI
NEW YORK TIMES
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LEGAL OPTIONS: Cheryl Copping, who is living at the Mary Isaak Center in Petaluma, waits outside Sonoma County’s new homeless court at the Hall of Justice in Santa
Rosa on Thursday. The specialty court finds alternatives such as community service for people facing steep fines or loss of their driver’s licenses because of minor infractions.
Fearing he would never be able to pay it
and could lose his license, Burress turned
to Sonoma County’s new homeless court,
where Commissioner Anthony Wheeldin
allowed him to work off the steep fine with
25 hours of community service.
It was the break he needed.
“I’ve never been in a courtroom where
they have so much compassion for you,”
said Burress, a onetime resort manager
living at the Palms Inn since mid-February. “It’s pretty amazing.”
He isn’t the only one smiling about the
specialty court, which debuted this week

By PAUL PAYNE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

T

hings were looking up for Roy
Burress.
After a few years living on the
streets, he moved into a Santa Rosa motel
converted to homeless and veteran housing where he started volunteering with an
eye toward full-time employment.
Then financial disaster struck.
Burress was pulled over by the CHP
for driving in the carpool lane on Highway 101. He was slapped with a $500 ticket.

at Sonoma County’s Hall of Justice in
Santa Rosa.
About a dozen formerly homeless
people cited with infractions ranging
from illegal camping and panhandling
to speeding appeared before the commissioner seeking relief from snowballing
fines they said threaten their chances of
success.
In many cases, Wheeldin, who presides
over traffic court every day in the same
room, agreed to dismiss charges against
TURN TO JUSTICE » PAGE A2

“I’ve never been in a courtroom where they have so much
compassion for you. It’s pretty amazing.”
ROY BURRESS, who attended the inaugural session of Sonoma County’s homeless court

WASHINGTON — Saudi
Arabia has told the Obama administration and members of
Congress that it will sell off
hundreds of billions of dollars
‘worth of American assets held
by the kingdom if Congress
passes a bill that would allow
the Saudi government to be held
responsible in U.S. courts for
any role in the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks.
The Obama administration
has lobbied Congress to block
the bill’s passage, according
to administration officials and
congressional aides from both
parties, and the Saudi threats
have been the subject of intense
discussions in recent weeks between lawmakers and officials
from the State Department and
the Pentagon. The officials have
warned senators of diplomatic
and economic fallout from the
legislation.
Adel al Jubeir, the Saudi foreign minister, delivered the
kingdom’s message personally last month during a trip to
Washington, telling lawmakers that Saudi Arabia would be
forced to sell up to $750 billion in
treasury securities and other assets in the United States before
they could be in danger of being
TURN TO SAUDIS » PAGE A6

Sanders takes his presidential aspirations to Hollywood
By MICHAEL R. BLOOD
ASSOCIATED PRESS

NICK UT / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Michael Ceraso is state director of the
Bernie Sanders campaign in California.
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LOS ANGELES — If Bernie
Sanders can pull off an upset in
California, it will be a story that got
its start on Hollywood Boulevard.
In a building that saw the likes
of film stars and movie moguls
and later was damaged in the 1994
Northridge earthquake, Sanders’
newly leased Los Angeles headquarters is where his campaign
will ultimately go big or go home.
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Steering the effort is Michael Ceraso, a rangy, goateed 34-year-old
who, seven months ago, was working as a deputy program director
for Airbnb. He’d never run a statewide campaign.
Sanders is trailing in state polls
but “what gives us an advantage is
people power,” said Ceraso, alluding to the fervent crowds of 20- and
30-somethings at the senator’s fullhouse rallies.
With time growing short in the
primary season, California’s June 7

SECOND QUAKE HITS JAPAN: At least 29 dead,
1,500 injured, many trapped after new
temblor strikes 24 hours after first / B1

contest could be a decisive showdown. Sanders told cheering supporters in a Los Angeles theater in
March that if he wins delegate-rich
California by a significant margin
“we are going together to the White
House.”
But to make that happen, Ceraso
and his team will have to take on
the Clinton political powerhouse.
After helping to guide Sanders to
victory in New Hampshire, Ceraso
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